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Purpose. This study aimed at gaining more insight into the combined influence of

environmental factors and personal vulnerability to environmental cues on cheating

behaviour in a task-related indoor setting. We propose that a disorderly environment

increases cheating as it implicitly signals that undesirable behaviours are common.Camera

presence is expected to buffer these effects. We included locus of control (LOC) as a

personality variable, as we expected individuals with an external LOC to be more

susceptible by environmental cues.

Methods. Seventy-six students participated in a 2 (orderly vs. disorderly environ-

ment) 9 2 (camera vs. no camera present) experiment with cheating as the main

dependent variable. We established the individual participant’s LOC (Rotter, 1966,

Psychol. Monogr., 80, 1) in a separate session.

Results. Findingsdid indeedshowthat individualswithanexternalLOCcheatedmore ina

disorderly rather than an orderly environment. We also found an interaction effect with

LOCsuggestingthiseffectwasparticularlypresentforparticipantshavinganexternalrather

than internal LOC. Camera presence did not yield significant main or interaction effects.

Conclusion. These findings confirm the importance of environmental design for

behaviour regulation as well as the moderating influence of personality makeup.

Physical factors in the environment can have a major influence on behaviour; therefore,
this has been a popular area of research not only in environmental and social psychology,

but also in many other domains. Environmental criminology for instance focuses on how
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environmental cues can influence or even induce undesired, norm-violating behaviours.

As a result, many theories about the influence of the physical environment on (deviant)

behaviour have been devised within many different disciplines and viewpoints. This

study aimed to bring theories from psychology and criminology together, to aid in the
overall understanding of the influence of the environment on undesired behaviour.

The effect of disorder

Demonstrating the role that psychological processes play in occurrences of undesired,

norm-violating behaviours, Cialdini, Reno, andKallgren (1990) showed that if litter is visibly

present in an area, people tend to litter more because of an underlying mechanism which

leads people to make inferences about social rules and prompts them to act accordingly.
Cialdini et al. (1990) coined the term ‘social proof’ todescribe thisphenomenon.Generally,

research shows that social proof exerts a powerful influence on behaviour and that such

influences generally occur outside of people’s awareness (see, e.g., Nolan, Schultz, Cialdini,

Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2008). These studies suggest that human behaviour is – mostly

automatically and unconsciously – influenced by behavioural traces in the environment

(such as litter) because such traces reflect the behaviour of other humans, and therefore are

indicative for how one ‘should’ behave.

Prior to this, Wilson and Kelling (1982) had formulated the Broken Windows Theory
(BWT) which suggests that signs of petty crime and disorder can trigger more serious

crime in a neighbourhood. The BWTcould nowbe seen as an extension of the social proof

principle, arguing that environmental cues such as litter may not only trigger behaviours

of the same kind (i.e., littering), but can also inspire other – potentially more serious –
types of undesired behaviour. However, the original line of reasoning of the BWT, as

suggested by Wilson and Kelling (1982), assumes a more rational process of interpreting

signs of disorder in the environment, while social proof assumes a subconscious influence

of the environment on behaviour. Wilson and Kelling propose that a disorderly
environment signals the area is not actively monitored and people can break social

norms with minimal risk of getting caught. This is consistent with the Rational Choice

perspective (Cornish & Clarke, 1986), which states that an offender engages in a rational

cost-benefit calculation before engaging in such behaviour, contrasting the costs/risks

and benefits of a particular action. The costs can be seen as the consequences of norm-

breakingbehaviour,while the risk can be seen as the probability of getting caught (i.e., the

presence of monitoring). Hence, a disorderly environment may signal a lower risk of

detection, thus making it easier to engage in undesired behaviour. Innes (2004) proposes
‘signal crimes’ and ‘signal disorders’ may be especially important in influencing the

impression an environment may give about the safety of that area, regardless of how high

actual crime rates may be. Signal crimes and signal disorders are acts of norm-violating

behaviour that leave a clear visual trace, such as graffiti or vandalism. Signal crimes and

disorders might influence the perceived risk of getting caught which a possible offender

could estimate from the environment, linking signal crimes/disorders to the BWT.

While the BWT is not without criticism (e.g., Harcourt, 2001; Harcourt & Ludwig,

2006), more recently Keizer, Lindenberg, and Steg (2008) found substantial support for
the idea that a disorderly environment (or traces of norm-violating behaviour)might cause

many different types of undesired behaviour.1 In a series of field experiments conducted

1 In this study, we use the term ‘undesired behaviour’ for different kinds of antisocial and criminal behaviour like littering or
cheating.
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in public spaces such as alleys and parking lots, they demonstrated that a littered (or

otherwise disorderly environment) not only affected littering but also increased the

occurrence of other types of undesired behaviours like trespassing and theft. For example,

about twice as many people took money from an abandoned letter in a disorderly
environment (littered or graffiti) compared to an orderly environment. They explained

this spillover effect (the spreading of one type of disorder to other, different kinds of

undesired behaviour) using the ‘goal framing theory’, suggesting that if the goal to behave

properly is contradicted by signs of disorder in the environment (remnants of rule-

breaking behaviour), the – ever present – goals to feel good (e.g., being lazy) or gain

resources (e.g., stealing) become more salient. The goal framing theory hints at a more

subconscious process of influence from the environment, in line with the ‘social proof’

principle suggested by Cialdini et al. (1990). While the goal framing theory is indeed an
interesting explanatory mechanism, the experiments conducted by Keizer et al. (2008)

mainly support the basic assumption of the BWT, not conclusively supporting nor

disproving any underlying psychological mechanism.

In the current experimental study, we expand this line of research in four ways.

First, we attempt to further unravel the underlying psychological mechanisms for the

effects of environmental design by incorporating perceptions of social control. We aim

at shedding more light on to what extent the process of environmental influence is

mainly rational or (also) more subconscious. Secondly, and in Kurt Lewin’s tradition,
we examine the interplay between environmental cues and personality factors.

Regardless of the relative persuasiveness of personal and (environmentally induced)

social norms, we expect that the extent to which environmental disorder affects

behaviour partly depends on the personality of the person involved. The importance of

taking into account dispositional factors when studying effects of environmental factors

on human behaviour has been acknowledged in environmental psychology (e.g., see

Bloch, Brunel, & Arnold, 2003 and Mehrabian, 1977). We postulate that such a

personality factor is locus of control (LOC; Rotter, 1966). Thirdly, we examine to what
extent the spillover of undesired behaviour also applies to indoor, task-related settings

in which people spend a great deal of their time (e.g., at school, work, governmental

institutions, etc.). Relatively little is known about effects of environmental cues on

unwarranted behaviours in these types of settings (see Ramos & Torgler, 2009 for an

exception). Finally, we include a type of undesired behaviour not yet studied in relation

to environmental cues but which is nonetheless highly relevant and unfortunately very

prominent in many task settings – deception. As discussed, in indoor and office settings

undesirable behaviours may not include obvious crimes, however, they do include
unwarranted behaviours such as providing incorrect or false information, littering,

impoliteness towards customers, fraud, and other forms of white-collar crime. We will

look into the effect of a disorderly environment on the likelihood that people will cheat

or deceive others. This category of behaviour is usually labelled as deception and can

easily be considered to be a deviant behaviour (Tibbetts & Myers, 1999). The challenge

is to what extent mirroring of behaviour as well as the spillover effect will manifest

itself in controlled indoor settings. An office environment is less anonymous compared

to an outdoor setting, and people may experience higher levels of social control in
general.

Before presenting the details of this study, wewill first elaborate on two psychological

dimensions which might play a role influencing the spillover effect as described by the

BWT: the perception of social control (situational influence) and the influence of

personality, specifically LOC (dispositional influence).
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The perception of social control

Theory and research suggest that social control, ranging from the watchful eyes of

neighbours to camera surveillance, plays an important role in keeping disorder and crime

at bay (e.g., Hirschi, 2002; Sampson, Raudenbush, & Earls, 1997). In public places and in
many cities around theworld, social control has primarily been induced by implementing

camera surveillance or closed-circuit television (CCTV). The reasoning behind this is that

surveillance cameras may both prevent crime by signalling that one is being watched, as

well as increasing the likelihood that one is caught in case of law-breaking behaviour.

Several studies (e.g., Poyner, 1991; Priks, 2007) do indeed suggest that the presence of

cameras decreases undesired behaviour. We expect camera surveillance to be especially

effectivewhen a rational process of cost-benefit estimation is involved, linking back to the

rational choice perspective (Cornish & Clarke, 1986).
However, besides increasing the perceived chance of getting caught, observation

might have additional effects: research by Bateson, Nettle, and Roberts (2006) suggests

that at least part of the effect of social control might be explained by the ‘feeling of being

watched’, as opposed to the anticipation of the consequences of being monitored by

others. Bateson et al. showed that the mere presence of an image of a pair of eyes -in

contrast with an image of flowers – led to significantlymore donations to an ‘honesty box’

for self-service drinks in a university coffee room. As the probability of detection was the

same across conditions, their findings suggest that a purely rational cost-benefit analysis is
unlikely to explain the effects observed. Furthermore, a recent indoor study by Van

Rompay, Vonk, and Fransen (2009) also suggests that camera surveillance may not only

prevent unwarranted behaviours but also stimulates desirable helping behaviours – in this
case, helping a confederate of the experimenter pick up a pile of papers ‘accidently’

dropped on the ground. This study demonstrates that evenwhen the chance of detection

is irrelevant (as there is no undesired behaviour), the presence of a camera can still affect

behaviour.

Taken together, these findings suggest that undesired behaviour could be significantly
reducedwhen a form of social control (or the feeling of beingwatched) is introduced into

the environment, counteracting the possible detrimental effects of a disorderly

environment on behaviour. In the current research, we are specifically interested in the

effect of social control/feeling of being observed (as a prime), without the risk of being

caught interfering. Therefore, we took great care to minimize the perceived chance of

possible detection of cheating, while still being clear to the participants that they were

being observed during the experiment by having a camera present (vs. absent) in the

indoor office setting where the tests took place.

The impact of personality: locus of control

The current research proposes that reactions to environmental factors may vary with the

extent to which people believe (or not) that the outcome of events results primarily

from their own doing, a trait referred to as LOC (i.e., LOC, Rotter, 1966). Generally,

people with an internal LOC feel in control of their own lives, while an external LOC

entails that people feel their lives are guided by external factors, such as fate or the
actions of others (Rotter, 1966). As the environment can also be considered an external

factor, individuals with an external LOC may be more attuned to signs of implicit

behavioural standards originating from the environment than individuals with an

internal LOC.
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In line with this, research by Forte (2004) suggests that people with an internal LOC

decide for themselves what is appropriate behaviour, while people with an external LOC

have external reference points to decide what is appropriate or not. Similarly, Guagnano

(1995) suggests that people with an internal LOC feel more responsible for their own
actions. Based on these findings, we expect environmental cues – such as the (dis)order in
the environment – to elicit stronger effects for individuals with an external rather than an

internal LOC.

The previous discussion leads to the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Littering will be higher in a disorderly rather than orderly office environment.

Hypothesis 2: Cheating will be higher in a disorderly rather than orderly office environment

(spillover effect).

Hypothesis 3: The presence of a camera will inhibit the detrimental effect of a disorderly

environment on undesired behaviour.

Hypothesis 4: Participants with an external LOC will be more strongly influenced by the

environment than participants with an internal LOC.

These hypotheses are tested in an indoor office setting using a 2 9 2 factorial design,

with disorderly/orderly environment and camera/no camera as independent variables,

and cheating and littering as dependent variables.

Method

Participants and design

A total of 76 bachelor students of psychology and communication studies at the University

of Twente in the Netherlands participated in our research for partial course credit.

Participants varied in age from 18 to 35 years (mean = 21, standard deviation = 1.9). The

sample consisted of 26 men and 50 women. The design was a 2 (room: orderly vs.

disorderly) by 2 (camera: present vs. not present) factorial design. Participants were

randomly assigned to the experimental conditions (no camera no litter:N = 19, no camera

with litter: N = 19, with camera no litter: N = 18, with camera with litter: N = 20).
Participants’ LOCwas established about2 weeksprior to the experiment, andwe included

a post-experiment questionnaire to gain more insight into underlying processes.

Procedure

Participantswere invited to one of two adjacent offices, one ofwhichwas orderly and one

disorderly. Both rooms had similar office furniture, but the furniture of the disorderly

room looked dated, with graffiti and scratches on the desk and table. To give the
impression that the disorderly room was neglected, clutter (e.g., old newspapers,

printouts, and empty cups) was spread around the room, boxes filled with clutter were

standing around, the floor was dirty (dust, coffee stains, and pieces of paper), and the

garbage binwas partly filled. Theorderly room lookedneatly organized,was cleaned daily,

and the trash taken out daily (see Figure 1). Each room had a black-and-white poster with

an orderly or disorderly situation pictured on them, placed in the corresponding

condition. Directly at the start, the participants were offered something to eat (i.e., a bowl

containing cookies, chocolates, and mints) and a drink (tea, coffee, or water). Food and
drinks were provided in a disposable wrapper or cup. Participants were informed that

they needed to complete two tasks, each ofwhich lasted for about 10 min. Theywere told
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that the tasks tested their ability to solve puzzles by creative thinking and were informed

that they could earn money by completing the tasks; the more puzzles they would solve,

the more money they would earn.

In those conditions for which a camera was present, participants were informed of

this. The camera was located next to the participant at their left-hand side, at eye level.

It was pointed at the upper body and face of the participant, so it could view the

participants working on the tasks (but positioned at such an angle that it could not

explicitly detect cheating). Participantswere told thepurpose of the camerawas to enable
them to make contact with the experimenter in case they wished to (i.e., when they

would run into a problem), and they were instructed to wave to the camera to notify the

experimenterwhen they completed their task.Whenno camerawaspresent, participants

were told they could knock on the door of the adjacent room if they needed help or if they

had completed their tasks.

The first task participants completed was a computer task where they had to find two

numbers in a matrix of 12 that sum to 10. This test, based on Mead, Baumeister, Gino,

Schweitzer, and Ariely (2009), was slightly adapted for execution on a computer. Matrices
were displayed one at the time; with a break of 1 min every five matrices. There was only

one solution possible per matrix, and participants were informed they could earn 20

eurocents for every correct solution. They could skip a puzzle if they could not find the

right solution. Their score (the number of puzzles of which they found the correct

solution) was displayed on the upper-right corner of the screen. Participants were given

10 min to correctly solve as many puzzles as they could, but a crash was staged at 9 min

and 30 s. Before participants started this task, they were told that the experimenters

occasionally encountered problems with the computer program. They were instructed
not to worry if this happened, but that the program would not save anything, and

therefore, they were asked to keep track of their score. After participants reported the

crash to the experimenter, she apologized for the inconvenience and indicated there was

nothing toworry about, as the participant had kept track of their own score, as instructed.

The experimenter subsequently wrote down the number of correct answers the

participant indicated. Afterwards, this number was compared to the number of correct

answers the program had recorded.

The second task consisted of 21 anagrams. These were printed on cards: with the
anagram on the front and the solution on the back. Participants were instructed to solve

each anagram in 30 s. Every 30 s they heard a beep after which they were instructed to

turn the card and indicate (on paper) if they had found the right solution. This test is based

on Eisenberger and Shank (1985), with the exception that we used Dutch and German

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Orderly room and (b) disorderly room.
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anagrams (corresponding to the student’s native language) developed in a pre-test phase.

Participantswere told they could increase themoney earned by the first task by50% if they

got 16 or more anagrams correct. However, the task was set up in such a way that only 15

anagrams could be solved. Those anagrams were relatively easy to solve and had all been
solved in each of the pre-tests (conducted on a different groupof students). The remaining

words were gibberish; pre-tests confirmed they were unsolvable.

Overall, participants had the opportunity to cheat on both tasks, which could be

ascertained after the experiment had ended. To quantify littering, at the end of the

experiment, the experimenterwrote downwhether the disposable drinking cup and food

wrapper were thrown in the garbage bin (which was in eye sight in both rooms) or left

behind in the room. After the experiment, participants were accompanied to another

room and completed a short questionnaire. Participants were debriefed via email.

Measures

Behavioural outcome measures

The main dependent variables were ‘littering’ and ‘cheating’.

‘Littering’ was a dichotomous variable, coded as 1 if the participant left any trash

behind, and 0 otherwise. Seven participants did not eat or drink during the experiment;

those were coded as missing values. We consider the missing values to be ‘missing at

random’, because they were randomly distributed over the conditions.

For cheating, we initially recorded the exact amount of cheating on both tasks.

However, as there was very little variation in the amount of cheating, we decided to use a
dichotomous variable representing cheating versus not cheating. As such, a total of 24 of

the 76 participants cheated during the experiment.

Locus of control

About 2 weeks prior to participating in the experiment, participants completed a number

of personality questionnaires. The two parts of the study were presented as two different

projects which were combined for practical reasons. One of the personality question-
naireswas the ‘Rotter Internal-External Control scale’ (Rotter, 1966),which has beenused

in this study tomeasure LOC. The Rotter IE scale consists of 23 items, each of which gives

the participant the choice between two options; for example: (1) ‘When I make plans, I

am almost certain that I can make them work’ (internal LOC, score ‘0’) and (2) ‘It is not

always wise to plan too far ahead because many things turn out to be a matter of good or

bad fortune anyhow’ (external LOC, score ‘1’). All answers were counted, producing

individual scores ranging between 0 and 23. The scale had good internal consistency,with

a Cronbach’s a of .78. The mean and the standard deviation of this variable are,
respectively, 11.66 and 4.52.

Control variable: depletion

Research has shown that depleted people cheat more easily on tasks compared to non-

depleted people (Mead et al., 2009). It is possible that a cluttered environment or the

presence of a camera contributes to depletion; therefore, we measured ego depletion

after the experiment (depletion of mental resources, thus making people more
susceptible to falling back into hedonistic-type behaviour, e.g., Janssen, Fennis, Pruyn,

&Vohs, 2008;Mead et al., 2009) to examine this issue.We used a short version (six items)
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of the State Ego Depletion Scale to measure depletion (Janssen et al., 2008). An example

item is: ‘I feel mentally exhausted’. The items were measured on a scale ranging from 1

(‘not at all’) to 7 (‘very much’) (Cronbach’s a = .76; mean: 3.12, SD: 0.87).

Results

First, we present analyses of participant’s responses to the short questionnaire to see

whether they had perceived disorder in the room, and whether they were aware of the

presence of the camera. Next,we focus on themain effects of disorder and thepresence of

a camera on littering and cheating, followed by the interaction effects adding LOC to the
equation. Finally, we present additional analyses to explore observed patterns further.

Manipulation checks

Directly after the experiment,we gave participants a questionnaire to checkwhether they

had perceived disorder in the room, and whether they were aware of the presence of the

camera; our manipulation checks.

The perception of disorderwasmeasuredwith five items; for example, ‘The roomwas
untidy’ on a scale ranging from 1 (‘not at all’) to 5 (‘very much’) (a = .67; mean: 2.54, SD:

1.00). A 2 9 2 ANOVA only revealed a significant main effect of disorder on the

perception of disorder: F(1, 76) = 71.07, p < .001. As expected, the participants

perceived more disorder in the disorderly environment (Mdisorder = 3.22 vs.

Morder = 1.83).

As for camera presence, two analyses were conducted to ensure the effectiveness of

the social control manipulation. First, people’s awareness of the camera was checked by

asking if they knew there was a camera in the room; ‘If problems arise, I can wave to the
camera in the room’, yes/no. All participants answered this question correctly. Second, to

test whether camera presence heightened feelings of social control, a four-item social

control measure was used to assess whether people felt observed during the experiment

(e.g., ‘I felt like I was being watched during the anagram task’). The items were measured

on a scale ranging from 1 (‘not at all’) to 7 (‘verymuch’) (a = .85; mean: 3.85, SD: 1.41). A

2 9 2 ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of the presence of a camera on social

control, F(1, 76) = 4.16, p = .040, indicating that the manipulation of social control by

means of camera presence was successful (Mcamera = 4.08,Mno camera = 3.43).

Effects of disorder

To testwhether therewas amain effect of disorder on littering and cheating, a series of chi-

square tests was conducted. We found that 47% of the participants littered in the orderly

situation, compared to 74% in the disorderly situation, a significant difference,

v2(1, N = 69) = 5.37, p = .021. The odds of littering increased by a factor of 3.25 in

the disorderly situation compared to the orderly situation (OR 3.250, 95% CI: 1.179–
8.958). There was no main effect of disorder on cheating, not significant:

v2(1, N = 76) = 0.69, p = .406; OR 1.512, 95% CI: 0.569–4.016: 27% of the participants

lied in the orderly situation, compared to 36% in the disorderly situation.

The effect of a camera

Our next stepwas to test whether the presence of a camera inhibits littering and cheating.

We conducted chi-square tests with camera/no camera versus littering and cheating as

8 Anja M. Jansen et al.



variables. There were no main effects of the presence of a camera: for littering

v2(1, N = 69) = 0.892, p = .345 (OR 1.600, 95% CI: 0.602–4.254), nor for cheating

v2(1, N = 76) = 0.974,p = .324 (OR1.633, 95%CI: 0.614–4.342). In percentages: 67%of

the participants littered in the presence of a camera, compared to 56% in the condition
without a camera; 37% of the participants cheated in the presence of a camera, compared

to 26% in the condition without a camera.

Interaction effects of (dis)order, camera, and I/E LOC

To test whether LOC moderates the effects of the environment, we performed logistic

regression analyses with order/disorder, camera/no camera, and LOC as independent

variables, and littering and cheating as dependent variables. The continuous variable of I/E
control was centred to reduce intercollinearity with the interaction term, and the

categorical variables were re-coded to �0.5 and 0.5 for order/disorder and camera

present/not present.

Besides the previously reported main effect of disorder on littering, there were no

other main effects. However, the results did reveal an interaction effect of order/disorder

and internal/external LOC on cheating (see Tables 1 and 2). We did not find any other

interaction effects.

We conducted separate chi-square tests of the groups with internal and external LOC
based on a median split on score 11.5 (NI-LOC = 41; NE-LOC = 35). When cheating/not

cheating in the disorderly and the orderly environments are compared, the results showed

in line with predictions that significantly more participants with an external LOC lied in a

Table 1. Logistic regression of the interaction between locus of control (LOC) and condition (order/

disorder) on lying

Predictor b SE b Wald’s v2 df p eb

Constant �1.013 .296 11.694 1 .001 0.363

Order/disorder .731 .592 1.524 1 .217 2.077

LOC �.106 .077 1.916 1 .166 0.899

Order/disorder*LOC .384 .154 6.253 1 .012 1.468

Test v2 df p

Omnibus test of model coefficients 8.610 3 .035

Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test 3.006 7 .884

Note. Model summary: �2 log likelihood = 86.186; Cox and Snell R2 = .107; Nagelkerke R2 = .150.

Table 2. Test of the regression model on the prediction of lying

Observed

Predicted

% CorrectNo Yes

No 47 5 90.4

Yes 20 4 16.7

Overall % correct 67.1

Note. Cut-off of 0.50.

Effect of disorder, cameras and LOC on behaviour 9



disorderly environment (40%, eight of 20) compared to an orderly environment (7%, one

of 15): v2(1, N = 35) = 4.99, p = .026 (OR 9.333, 95% CI: 1.016–85.698). No such effect

was observed for participants with an internal LOC: 32% (six of 19) lied in a disorderly

environment, 41% (nine of 22) lied in an orderly environment, v2(1, N = 41) = 0.383,

p = .536; OR 0.667, 95% CI: 0.184–2.416, see Figure 2.

Figure 2 reveals an interesting issue: in an orderly environment, more participants

with an internal LOC appear to cheat (41%, nine of the 22 personswith an internal LOC in
that condition), compared to participants with an external LOC (7%, one person of the

15). A chi-square test which compared the participants with an internal LOC to

participants with an external LOC in an orderly room did indeed reveal a significant

difference: v2(1, N = 37) = 5.30, p = .021 (OR 0.103, 95% CI: 0.011–0.931). There was

no significant difference in cheating between participants with an internal LOC (32%, six

of 19) and participantswith an external LOC (40%, eight of 20) in the disorderly room, not

significant: v2(1, N = 39) = 0.300, p = .584; OR 1.444, 95% CI: 0.387–5.394.

Additional results

To examine the role of the perception of disorder, we performed a logistic regression

analysis with ‘perception of disorder’ (replacing order/disorder) and LOC as independent

variables and littering and cheating as dependent variables. This did not yield any

significant main or interaction effects. Wewill come back to this finding in the discussion

section.

Furthermore, to explore possible differences between people who cheated and those
who did not, we conducted post hoc analyses with cheating as an independent variable.

A significant interaction effect of camera and cheating on depletion was found,

F(1, 76) = 5.16, p = .026. As shown in Figure 3, univariate ANOVAs revealed that

participants who cheated were more depleted after the experiment if a camera was

present during the experiment, F(1, 24) = 5.15, p = .033, while there was no effect for

individuals who did not cheat, F(1, 52) = 1.38, p = .246.

As an alternative explanation for possible effects of disorder on undesired behaviour,

we considered mental depletion. An ANOVA revealed no significant effects of the

.00

.50

1.00

Order Disorder

Ly
in
g

Condition

Internal LOC
External LOC

Figure 2. The interaction between locus of control (LOC) and condition (order/disorder) on lying

(proportion of participants who lied).
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manipulations on depletion, and a set of logistic regressions did not show a significant

effect of depletion on littering or cheating.

Discussion

As we are often confronted with disorderly environments in everyday life, it is important

to know how these environmental features may influence behaviour and more

specifically, why. Here, we tested whether or not litteringwould be higher in a disorderly

than orderly office environment; if cheating would be higher in a disorderly than orderly

office environment (spillover effect); if the presence of a camera would inhibit the

detrimental effect of a disorderly environment on undesired behaviour; and whether or

not participants with an external LOC would be more strongly influenced by the

environment than participantswith an internal LOC. Our findings provide support for the
effect of social proof (Cialdini et al., 1990): people littered more in a disorderly, messy

environment. Furthermore, we also found a spillover effect to cheating, but only for

individuals who had an external rather than an internal LOC.

While some studies (e.g., Keizer et al., 2008; Ramos & Torgler, 2009) found a main

effect of a disorderly environment on different kinds of undesired behaviour, this was not

the case here. One explanation might be found in the setting used, which was

considerably different from previous research on disorder in the environment; that is,

previous research focused on settings in public placeswhere participants are not aware of
being part of a research project and may consider themselves relatively anonymous (e.g.,

Keizer et al., 2008). It might well be that such circumstances may more easily seduce

people to exhibit undesirable behaviour of any kind and nature. It is also possible that the

generally considered more severe behaviour of cheating to earn more money is not so

readily influenced by a disorderly environment as other unruly types of behaviour, for

example, the onesmeasured byKeizer et al. (2008; e.g., trespassing or takingmoney from

an apparently lost letter).

Thus, on one hand, our research shows that the spillover effect of undesired behaviour
does occur in amore contained, task-related setting, which adds to the external validity of

the effect of disorder and points at its relevance for non-public domains as well (e.g., the

work domain). However, our findings also suggest that the crossover to another type of

2

3

4

No camera Camera

D
ep
le
tio
n

Condition

Lied
Did not lie

Figure 3. The interaction between condition (camera/no camera) and lying on depletion.
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undesired behaviour like cheating requires an extra ‘push’; the more distinct a type of

behaviour is from the behaviour observed in the environment, the more ‘push’ is needed

to induce that behaviour. As an external LOC indicates a higher susceptibility to the

environment, this personality factor might provide such a push.
In research on cheating, LOC is widely used to explain the prevalence of cheating.

Different studies render contradicting results (e.g., Crown&Spiller, 1998;Whitley, 1998),

but studies do consistently find that people with an internal LOC cheat more on tasks

based on skill, while people with an external LOC cheat more on tasks based on luck

(Whitley, 1998). In the current study a skill-based taskwas used, andwhilewe did not find

a significant main effect of LOC on cheating, the prevalence of cheating was indeed

significant higher for participants with an internal LOC compared to participants with an

external LOC, but only in an orderly room (see Figure 2).
We did not find any effects of camera surveillance on littering or cheating among

participants. Thus, our results indicate that merely the presence of a camera might not

prevent undesired behaviour, at least not in the specific setting we used. It is possible the

presence of a camera did not addmuchmore social control to an already strictly controlled

setting. Because the camera was presented as a way to keep in contact with the

experimenter, participants could have considered it as simply another research tool in

the environment. In fact, during the experiment the participants seemed to forget

about the camera (e.g., they picked their nose or cursed at the computer), until they
needed it to signal the experimenter.

Interestingly, our results revealed that the presence of a camera did influence the

notion of being watched, but this did not stop our respondents from littering or cheating.

Additionally, our finding that people who lied were more depleted when there was a

camera present indicates that the presence of a camera did have an effect, albeit not on a

behavioural level. Future research is needed to further explore the conditions under

which the presence of a camera might prevent undesired behaviour. One option for

further research would be to make the presence of the camera and the possible
consequences of unruly behaviour more salient.

A note on small-scale exploratory studies and sample size

While 15–20participants per group are common for these types of small-scale exploratory

lab studies in social and environmental psychology, we do realize the number of

participants in this study is rather low. The potential problem with a small sample size is

that patterns (indicative of relationships between independent variables and dependent
variables) may not come to the fore due to limited statistical power. A non-significant

effect cannot be taken as a proof that an effect does not exist, only that it could not be

detected within the study (e.g., Hoenig & Heisey, 2001).2 We limited the duration of the

experiment (and therefore the number of participants) for practical reasons, primarily to

avoid participants discussing differences in experimental conditions which would have

confounded the results.

We did not perform a power analysis before we started our study, because in order to

conduct a pre-experimental power analysis, it is necessary to make assumptions about
expected effect sizes. In these kinds of experiments, such estimates are difficult to

produce as there is no way to reliably predict an effect which is strongly environment/

2Concerns along this line of reasoning have even led to a publication bias in psychology, leading to negative correlation between
effect size and sample size in published studies; see K€uhberger, Fritz, and Scherndl (2014).
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situation dependent (see also: Iacobucci, 2001). Neither didwe conduct a post hocpower

analysis, because post hoc power analyses are mainly useful for planning future

experiments (Hoenig & Heisey, 2001).

However, it is usually only with respect to marginally significant results – that is, p-
values between .05 and .10 – that an increase in sample size might matter in so far as

patterns could more easily reach significance as power of the analysis increases. In this

study, we did not find any marginal effects. Moreover, we have reported the p-values as

well as odds ratio (effect size) and their confidence intervals to provide further insight into

the results. We do think that the findings of this study (i.e., the significant results

contrasting with the non-significant results within the scope of this study), especially the

interaction of environmental factors and personality factors, bear insight and scientific

value to research in this field.Wehope to inspire researchers to further explore this aspect
in experiments with a larger scope.

Practical implications

In recent years, research pertaining to crime, criminal and undesired or antisocial

behaviour has shifted from a focus on the personality of offenders towards more practical

applied research that incorporates effects of environmental and situational factors too. At

the same time, studies in environmental psychology have pointed towards the influence
of the direct physical environment on (undesirable) behaviour. The environment is

something that is relatively easy tomanipulate, and policy could (and probably should) be

adjusted to this end. The current research started out as an attempt to integrate these two

fields of research in order to further spell out the exact nature of the psychological

processes involved. Underlying the feasibility of such an approach, this study illustrates

that merely focusing on either personality or environment might not enable one to truly

understand the mechanisms underlying undesired behaviour. Our results may lead to a

more fine-tunedway of applying environmental policies, and further understanding of the
psychological process behind situational crime prevention (Homel, 1996; Poyner, 1991).

Admittedly, the findings of this study reveal only a small aspect of the psychological

mechanisms behind environmental influence and norm-violating behaviours. Further

research is required to further understanding of the intricate relationships between

environment, psychology, and norm-violating behaviours.
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